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CAT9 The Dutch Catalogue (electronic version).



Head Office Matrix Series 

Matrix Series prefixed “HO” with suffix according to Expert – 10" records.
Matrix Series prefixed “HO” with suffix according to Expert – 12" records.

Introduction-(MAT115).

The two HO series, one for each size of record made, originated in May, 1912 and it seems
likely that their introduction was a result of the opening of a second studio in London, the
Factory Studio at Hayes.

Hitherto, London recordings had been listed in Will Gaisberg’s d/e/f triplet, irrespective of
which expert actually cut the waxes.  Credit (or blame) for a wax was indicated by a prefix
letter  which  in  fact  was  the  indicating  letter  of  the  expert  concerned.   The  system was
formalised by Will Gaisberg in a letter to the Board dated 13 th December, 1910 (quoted in full
following 13025e in MAT103) and became effective on 1st January, 1911.  There was thus a
pattern set for a London series to which any expert working in London could contribute.

The introduction of two new series therefore presented no problems and all that was needed
was a general name.  The name chosen seems to have been “Head Office” and the earliest
matrix  numbers  were  written  in  the  form   ab123ho   which  is  exactly  parallel  with  the
numbering in the e series (ab123e).  For twelve-inch records which had a separate numerical
sequence the numbers would be ac123ho (and ac123f) where the ab and ac gave both the
name  of  the  expert  and  the  size  of  the  record.   By  the  end  of  October,  1912  a  slight
modification  had  taken  place,  in  that  the  matrix  numbers  were  now written  in  the  form
ho123ab and  ho123ac  and in  February,  1914  the  appearance  further  changed  to  become
HO123ab and HO123ac.

It  seems to  have  been  the  intention  of  the  Company to  use  whichever  studio  was  more
convenient and both studios (and consequently both pairs of matrix series) contain records
intended for both the Gramophone and the Zonophone labels.  There does seem, however, to
have been a preponderance of Zonophone records in the e/f series made in Hayes.  During the
war years some of the Weekly Returns (the Reports made by each expert listing his work for
the previous week) actually carry the printed heading “British Zonophone Company Ltd” and
this suggests that there was a formal split between the two companies, one of which was a
fully owned subsidiary of the other.  Be that as it may, it does not seem to have had a great
effect on the ordinary working practices of the time.

The series continued in use for nine years, with the final numbering being made on the 17 th of
February, 1921 and the e/f series ended during the same month.

This date marks for London the end of an era.  The whole system of numbering wax matrixes
and metal parts was replaced by an entirely new system.  Will Gaisberg’s clever thinking had
lasted for seventeen years and could have gone on much longer.  The new system, starting
with matrix number Bb1, commenced recording on 15th March, 1921 and it seems as though
no commercial recording was carried out in the month preceding that date, although there
must have been some rather feverish activity in preparations.



Recording activities were transferred to a new studio at Hayes,  known as Room 1 and it
seems that a new recording process was introduced at the same time.  When asked what was
the difference between the old and the new systems, “someone” at HMV explained that the
reason was in fact  the introduction of  a  new recording process  (not,  of  course,  electrical
recording which did not make its appearance for another four years).  The origin of this tale
cannot  now be  found,  though  it  is  probably  true  enough.   One  could  speculate  that  the
introduction of a new recording machine – much more sophisticated, accurate and reliable
than the old-fashioned experts’ rules of thumb and mechanical abilities in slicing mica sheets
to manufacture their own recording diaphragms – may have been the cause, but speculation
without evidence is of no very great value.  The information probably exists, buried among
the masses of files at the EMI Music Archive.  All that is needed is somebody to find it!

Alan Kelly,
28th July, 2003.

Footnote:  There used to be some confusion about the exact meaning of the letters HO.  There
was in fact another triplet carrying these letters but this was properly known as the aa/ab/ac
triplet.  The series were allocated to an expert called Ivor Holmes who cut his first waxes in
October,  1908.   The  letters  HO were  prefixed  to  his  waxes  presumably  as  an  extra,  if
unnecessary identification.  Unfortunately, the young man rather blotted his copybook while
on a recording tour and disappeared in March of 1910, not to resurface until the 1930s.  The
aa/ab/ac triplet was transferred to William Hancox who used it from 1910 to 1914.
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